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ABSTRACT 
Background: The vulnerability of human faces in crowded public places is an enlarging task that has conventional attention from 

both intellectual and R&D associations. Regardless of the accessibility of extensive assortment of gender and age identification 

techniques, there arises serious harms in the deficiency of spacious diversity of facial expressions with face dynamics inadequately 

interrelated with appearance giving anomalous age estimation range. Objective: In this exertion, Face Detection with Age and 

Gender Identification (FD-AGI) framework is obtainable for human faces attained for behavioral pattern analysis of equivalent 

folks. Initially, Spectral Color Clustered Face Detection (SCC-FD) skill is pioneered to appraise the skin color features and create 

spectral color featured clusters of the acquired face. Following, Rayleigh Regional Geometric Classifier (RRGC) system is refined to 

pinpoint the gender classes of the perceived face objects. The region of interest is ascertained from eyes to mouth. Rayleigh 

distribution is applied on the geometric trapezoidal for different gender classes with training image sets. Conclusively, Wrinkle 

Textured Seed Point (WTSP) practice is accessible for Age identification from the noticed face entity. Lines seen between midpoint 

of the nose to left and right end of the mouth are notified as region of interest (ROI) for spot out the exceptional features to 

calculate the human age.  Results: Experimental assessment is agreed with face images acquired from crowded public places 

afforded by research depot. The results show that FD-AGI framework offers better performance with an improvement of spectral 

clustering accuracy by 20.07% , face detection rate by 17.75%  and age identification rate by 15.41% compared to LS-GFIA and 

CFD-AE respectively. Conclusion:  All-embracing research conceded out on the Face94 dataset has exposed the stupendous 

performance of the projected FD-AGI framework while yardsticked with the high-tech proposals. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Age and Gender identification be converted into most challenging task in the practice of image analysis for 
protection. Even though more contributions are contributed for this research area, there is in need for better 
performance than the latest methods. Large Scale Geo Facial Image Analysis (LS-GFIA) [1] improved the 
average accuracy for different set of the geo-dependence of facial features and attributes. Combining Facial 
Dynamics for Age Estimation (CFD-AE) [2] stated new hierarchical age estimation for error reduction in age 
estimation process. Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis [3] achieved the greater accuracy by using discriminant 
face features  

Light Field Camera (LFC) [4] initiated the gradient and statistic based method for face detection. Weighted 
feature fusion scheme [5] offered an insight into face recognition. Another method Low Pixel Structure to 
Global Image Super Resolution (LSP-GISR) [6], Integrated Space, Scale and Orientation [7] presented new 
illustrations for face recognition.  

In [8], Unconstrained Pose Invariance Face Recognition was commenced with the intention of getting better 
recognition accuracy. Face recognition was low resolution images using coupled kernel embedding (CKE) [9] 
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extraction method was improved the performance of face recognition. In [10], two-stage non-negative sparse 
method was achieved the classification accuracy of face recognition. Skin color and edges [11]improved the 
face detection accuracy under unconstrained illumination conditions based on primitive shape features.  

In [12], benchmark methods were introduced for ear and age. A comparative study of human age estimation 
was performed in [13] using single level and multilevel local binary pattern. With this, the method proved the 
effectiveness of gender pre-classification for estimating age. For consideration of diabetes, Age and gender 
specific components [14] used the metabolic syndrome. A radiographic method was used in [15] to scrutinize 
the union of anatomy with age, gender and dental status. 

Individual faces are deals with high consequences in formative the private characteristic of visual data. In 
the field of Computer vision, numerous research works are carried out in facial learning for past few decades. In 
[16], analysis of facial images across age was performed to detecting face and estimates the age. Semantic-based 
facial image retrieval system was introduced using Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization (APSO) [17] 
technique aiming at improving the precision and recall value. A hierarchical framework for facial image 
estimation was introduced in [18] to reduce the mean absolute error for age estimation using Sequence K 
Nearest Neighbour (SKNN). Embedded system was initiated in [19] to develop face detection and validation of 
images.   

This paper presents a Face Detection with Age and Gender Identification (FD-AGI) framework for efficient 
face, age and gender detection for behavioral pattern analysis. The contributions of FD-AGI framework include 
the following: 

• To improve the spectral cluster accuracy for human face images by applying Spectral Color Clustered 
Face Detection (SCC-FD) technique. 

• To increase face detection rate and true positive gender classification rate using Rayleigh Regional 
Geometric Classifier (RRGC) technique. 

• To enhance the age identification rate using Wrinkle Textured Seed Point (WTSP) procedure. 
The remaining paper is standardized as pursues. Section 2 portrays the planned framework Face Detection 

with Age and Gender Identification (FD-AGI) in detail. Section 3 achieves the extensive experiments on 
Faces94 databases. Section 4 discusses the parameters with definitions provided for each metrics. At last, paper 
conclusion is states in Section 5. 

 
Tracery of Face Detection with Age and Gender Identification (FD-AGI) framework: 

The major contribution of this work is to investigate the spotlight disparity among numerous images from 
acquiring set. It is prearranged in three vital roles. Namely: (1) Spectral Color Clustered Face Detection 
technique (SCC-FD) (2) Rayleigh Regional Geometric Classifier technique (RRGC) and (3) Wrinkle Textured 
Seed Point technique (WTSP). The outline of this framework is exposed in fig 1 as declared below 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: overview of the Face Detection with Age and Gender Identification (FD-AGI) Framework 
 
In this segment, the sole uniqueness of this framework is that increases the cluster accuracy and also face 

detection rate. It also trims down the false positive rate for gender identification. This work also improves the 
age identification rate simultaneously. Followed by the discussion of three derived steps are in briefly.  

 
Spectral Color Clustered Face Detection (SCC-FD) technique: 

The main goal of this framework is to extract the literal portion of face from an original image based on the 
spectral color clustering method. It uses two form of matrix such as laplacian matrix and diagonal matrix. By 
measuring the normalization of laplacian, face detection process improves the accuracy of spectral cluster. The 
aim of this method is to reject the non skin color region from an image.  
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Let us consider a graph ‘� = (�, �)’, with vertices ‘� = �	
, 	�, … , 	�’ and edges ‘� = ��
, ��, … , ��’ 
and also believe graph ‘�’ as weighted, where vertices ‘	
 ��� 	�’ takes a non-negative weight ‘��� > 0’and �� represented as given below.   �� =  ∑ �����
                                          (1) 

Then spectral clusters are generated with the similarity distance bound values of the extracted skin color 
features using Laplacian form. The data in this framework consists of ‘�’ points such as ‘�
, ��, … , �’. From 
(1), the SCC-FD considers the ‘�’ connected points possessing a diagonal form as given below for matrix ‘�’. 

� = � �
 �

 �
���
 �� �����
 ��� �
                                                (2) 

� = ��
 … …… �� …… … �
                                        (3) 

In order to evaluate the skin color features, a Laplacian normalized form is computed and is formulated as 
follows. ��!"#$ = % −  �'
/� ∗ ��'
/�                                 (4)  

 The Laplacian normal form ‘��!"#$ ’ is calculated using the matrix ‘�’ and diagonal matrix ‘�’of image 
‘ %’. The similarity distance bound be attributed to spectrum of skin color value ranges and object cascading is 
done on the facial images. These values are used to detect the exact facial portion of acquired facial image. This 
is obtained by computing the average value of ‘*, �, +’ of image ‘%’ and identifying the greatest average value. 
It is formulated as given below. *, =  


��  ∑ *���,��
                                           (5) 

�, =  

��  ∑ ����,��
                                           (6) 

+, =  

��  ∑ +���,��
                                           (7) 

�-.(*,, �,, +,) = �-. (�-.(�-.(*,) �,)+,)                                      (8) 
Now, the skin color features are extracted with a prior estimation likelihood threshold ‘/’ is obtained as follows. %0 (�-.(*,, �,, +,) >  /) 1ℎ�� �3 = 456� 7898: 0��1;:�<                                              (9) %0 (�-.(*,, �,, +,) <  /) 1ℎ�� �3 = >8� − <56� 7898: 0��1;:�<                                    (10) 

From above equation (9) and (10), the exact portion of the acquired human face image is extracted. The 
result of this technique is as in figure 2.  

 

                          
a)Input image                b) Clustered images                 c) Spectral Color Clustered –Face Detection 

 
Fig. 2: shows the results of an SCC-FD technique. 

 
Fig 2 represents the whole output of the face detection process using SCC-FD method. 2. a) denotes the 

input image of Faces94 dataset, then it is clustered into three images by using RGB values denoted in 2.b) and 
finally face region is extracted based on color cluster values as per in 2.c).  

In summary, spectral color clustering face detection technique (SCC-FD) improves the performance of face 
detection process rather than the other existing techniques. Pursued by the explanation of other technique i.e., 
RRGC is in detail. 
 
Design of Rayleigh Regional Geometric Classifier (RRGC) technique: 

The above process explained about the face detection using SCC-FD technique with increasing face 
detection rate among the plenty of available techniques. Next Gender detection process identifies two classes 
like male and female using Rayleigh Regional Classifier. Data Classification is strictly needed wherever the data 
points are spreader in nature. This classification is having two classes either true or false. The aim of RRGC 
method is to separate the two values male and female of the detected face. In this technique, first gets the 
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original face images as an input, from that input literal portion of an face region be extracted using SCC-FD and 
finally RRGC technique is applied to the resultant image, to identify the gender as male or female.  

It used the portion eyes to mouth be defined as region of interest to formulate geometric shape like 
Trapezoidal shape. This value is similar for one category and different for the other. By choosing these points 
from an literal facial objects which improves the performance of reliable recognition and also gender detection 
rate. Rayleigh distribution is applied on the detected trapezoidal region and can be mathematically formulated as 
follows. 

0(�, ?) =  @
AB  exp� '


�  F@
A G��                                      (11) 

Here ‘�’ denotes regional geometric classes and ‘?’ notes the standard deviation. The absolute value of the 
distinct class regions is Rayleigh-distributed. There are various differences between male and female faces. In 
the proposed framework, from eyes to mouth region be used and recognized based on these differences. The 
output of this algorithm is shown in figure 3 as underneath 

 

            
a) Rayleigh Regional Extraction    b)eye  and nose region extraction           c)  Mouth region extraction 
 
Fig. 3: Output of RRGC Techniques 

 
Figure 3 denotes the process of Rayleigh Regional Geometric Classifier (RRGC) technique. By using 

RRGC method classifies the parts of face in a regional manner as noted in the above figure 3.a), b), c). In 
summary, this RRGC algorithm is elaborated with the ambition of identifying the gender and also improving the 
true positive gender classification rate. Followed by, the discussion of third method as Wrinkle Texture Seed 
Point technique (WTSP) in detail. 
 
Design of Wrinkle Textured Seed Point (WTSP) technique: 

Finally, Wrinkle Textured Seed Point (WTSP) technique is presented for Age identification from the 
detected face objects. Lines seen between midpoint of the nose to left and right end of the mouth are notified as 
region of interest (ROI) for identifying the unique features of human age. Given a seed point, this technique 
searches its neighbors to determine whether they belong to the same region (i.e. ROI). The line textured value of 
similar ranges is taken as seed point to list down different wrinkles of the face image. 

 The textured values of ROI are measured from eigen vectors of the regional pixels.  The technique uses 
Euclidean distance as a measure which is gained by scheming the distance between testing image and available 
training images. Subsequently the least amount value is observed. 

It is trained for evaluating the age ranges from the training sample face images. Multiple trained wrinkle 
lines are generated and stored in template for testing the detect face image to identify the age ranges of the 
human face. At the period of testing, evaluate the Euclidean distance (ED) between Eigen vector and Eigen 
subspaces for each term and is formulated as given below, 

�� =  H∑ IJ� −  J�K��,��
                                        (12) 

From (12), the distance between two pixels ‘J� −  J� ’ is the Euclidean distance of their wrinkle feature 
vectors. As a result, by applying WTSP technique, the age identification rate is improved significantly and 
figure 4 explains the output of this technique be listed as follows  

 

 
a) Original image                                b) Seed point texture              c) Wrinkles seed point texture 

 
Fig. 4: Output of WTSP Technique 

The above output denotes the process of Wrinkle Seed Point Texture method. It begins with the extraction 
of mouth region Fig 4.a) using Rayleigh Regional Classifier. Then it generates the seed point in the extracted 
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region like 4.b) and apply the filter options to create wrinkles as in 4.c). Based on the count and textures of the 
wrinkles will estimate the age range. Followed by the discussion of investigational process is in briefly. 
 
Experimental settings: 

Face Detection with Age and Gender Identification (FD-AGI) using a hybrid framework for efficient face, 
age and gender detection is developed in MATLAB platform. Faces 94 dataset used for this research which 
includes changeable expressions, also face with sunglasses and different size of an image. 

FD-AGI framework is evaluated with the existing Large Scale Geo Facial Image Analysis (LS-GFIA) [1] 
and Combining Facial Dynamics for Age Estimation (CFD-AE) [2]. The performance appraisal of proposed 
work is prepared with parameters such as spectral cluster accuracy, face detection rate, true positive rate for 
gender classification, number of wrinkle lines, seed point ranges and age identification rate. 
 
Discussion: 

The result analysis of FD-AGI is argued with parameter wise and balanced with existing Large Scale Geo 
Facial Image Analysis (LS-GFIA) [1] and Combining Facial Dynamics for Age Estimation (CFD-AE) [2]. 
 
4.1 Scenario 1: Spectral cluster accuracy: 

Spectral cluster accuracy refers to the rate at which the number of face images (i.e. testing image) that are 
accurately extracted the exact facial portion. The mathematical formulation for spectral cluster accuracy is as 
given below. L- =  M" "N NOPQ �$ORQS QTU#OPU�R QTOPU NOP�OV W"#U�"

 ∗ 100                                                            (13)

  
From (13), the spectral cluster accuracy ‘L-’ is evaluated and is measured in terms of percentage (%). 

Higher the spectral cluster accuracy more efficient than the other method. 
 
Table 1: Tabulation for spectral cluster accuracy 

No of face  images (n) Spectral cluster accuracy (%) 
FD-AGI LS-GFIA CFD-AE 

10 67.35 58.24 49.31 
20 71.28 60.25 52.23 
30 74.17 63.14 55.12 
40 78.35 67.32 59.30 
50 70.29 59.26 51.24 
60 75.46 64.43 56.41 
70 81.35 70.32 62.30 

  
The above Table 1 represents spectral cluster accuracy obtained using MATLAB simulator and compared 

with two other methods, namely LS-GFIA [1] and CFD-AE [2].  
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Measure of spectral cluster accuracy 

 
As shown in the fig 5, the proposed FD-AGI framework provides higher spectral cluster accuracy rate is 

improved by 14.54% compared to LS-GFIA [1] and 25.61% for CFD-AE [2] method. Followed by, the 
discussion of gender classification rate in briefly as follows. 
 
4.2 Scenario 2: True positive rate for gender classification: 

Spectral Cluster Accuracy discussed that it improves better performance than the other two methods. The 
True positive rate for gender classification is the ratio of difference between the number of face images and the 
number of faces improperly classified to the face images given as input. The face detection rate is 
mathematically formulated as given below.   YZ* =  (' M" "N NOPQS �$W#"WQ#V[ PVOSS�N�Q\)  

 ∗ 100                            (14) 
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From (14), the True positive rate for gender classification ‘YZ*’ is measured in terms of percentage (%). 
Higher the true positive rate for gender classification more efficient the method is said to be.  
 
Table 2: Tabulation for true positive rate for gender classification 

No of face  images (n) True Positive Rate for gender classification (%) 
FD-AGI LS-GFIA CFD-AE 

10 61.35 52.14 41.38 
20 64.19 55.14 50.07 
30 69.35 60.30 55.23 
40 67.14 58.09 53.02 
50 71.35 62.30 57.23 
60 69.48 60.43 55.37 
70 74.15 65.10 60.03 

 
The true positive rate for gender classification is presented in Table 2 with respect to 70 different face 

images with various expressions like neutral, happy, sad and angry. With respect to the increasing number of 
faces, the true positive rate for gender classification though not increased in a linear manner, but comparatively 
found to be better using the proposed FD-AGI framework. The changes observed is because of the different 
facial expressions that have an impact on the gender classification.   

 

 
 
Fig. 6: Measure of true positive rate for gender classification 

 
From the fig 6, it is illustrative that the true positive rate for gender classification is increased by 13.36% 

compared to LS-GFIA and 22.15% than compared to CFD-AE [2] method. In the following section face 
detection rate be discussed as follows. 
 
4.3 Scenario 3: Face detection rate: 

Gender Classification rate explained about the improvement of proposed work other than the existing 
methods. The face detection rate for FD-AGI framework is elaborated in table 3 and comparison made with two 
other methods LS-GFIA and CFD-AE respectively.  
 
Table 3: Tabulation for face detection rate 

Methods  Face detection rate (%) 
FD-AGI 75.14 
LS-GFIA 68.32 
CFD-AE 59.21 

 

 
 
Fig. 7: Measure of face detection rate 

 
Table 3 and Fig 7 illustrates the face detection rate is higher by applying the Rayleigh Regional Geometric 

Classifier algorithm in FD-AGI framework than when compared to the existing methods LS-GFIA and CFD-AE 
method respectively. It attains 9.07% improvement when compared to LS-GFIA [1] and 13.33% for CFD-AE 
[2] method which shows that there is a significant gain using the proposed FD-AGI framework. Further section 
is going to explain about the age identification rate in detail. 
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4.4 Scenario 4: Age identification rate: 

In the previous section discussed the Face Detection Rate and also stated that it improves the method in a 
better way than the other methods. The distance between the testing image and the already available training 
images are used and evaluated in order to measure the seed point’s neighbors. Therefore, the age identification 
rate is mathematically formulated as given below. -%* =  >8 80 0�7� 6]�^�< − _�6<(Y:�6�6�^` − Y�<16�^`)/�                                          (15) 

From (15), the age identification rate ‘-%*’ is measured in terms of percentage (%). Lower the distance 
between the training and testing images, more efficient the method is said to be. 
 
Table 4: Tabulation for age identification rate 

No of wrinkles Age identification rate (%) 
FD-AGI LS-GFIA CFD-AE 

3 16 14 11 
6 20 15 12 
9 28 27 26 
12 31 29 27 
15 35 32 30 
18 38 35 31 
21 42 39 34 

 
The comparison of age identification rate is presented in table 5 with respect to the number of wrinkles in 

the range of 3 – 21 from 35 male and 35 female. With increase in the number of wrinkles, the age identification 
rate also gets increased. 

 

 
 
Fig. 8: Measure of age identification rate 

 
From the fig 8, the value of age identification rate achieved using the proposed FD-AGI framework is 

higher when compared to two other existing methods LS-GFIA and CFD-AE. It can also observe that by 
increasing the number of wrinkles, the age identification rate is increased using all the methods. But 
comparatively, it is higher using FD-AGI framework because with the application of Wrinkle Textured Seed 
Point (WTSP) technique, the region of interest (ROI) for identifying the unique features for human age is 
obtained in an efficient manner and improving age identification rate by 10.16% compared to LS-GFIA and 
20.66% compared to CFD-AE respectively.  
 
Conclusion: 

In this work, an effective Face Detection with Age and Gender Identification (FD-AGI) framework is 
presented. The goal in behavioral analysis of human faces is to improve the face, age and gender detection using 
the training and test images obtained from Faces 94 dataset which significantly contribute to the relevance. To 
do this, first designed a Spectral Color Clustered Face Detection (SCC-FD) technique to determine the 
Laplacian normal form and extract `accurate facial portion to improve the spectral cluster accuracy rate. Then, 
based on this measure, Rayleigh Regional Geometric Classifier (RRGC) technique identifies the gender classes 
of the detected face objects based on the geometric trapezoidal formation and obtains the classified image 
improving the true positive gender classification rate. Finally, with the Wrinkle Textured Seed Point (WTSP) 
technique, measured for each face images, Euclidean distance is applied with the objective of increasing the age 
identification rate. Through the experiments using Faces94 database, this framework provided more accurate 
results compared to existing detection methods. The results show that FD-AGI framework offers better 
performance with an improvement of spectral clustering accuracy by 20.07%, face detection rate by 17.75%  
and age identification rate by 15.41% compared to LS-GFIA and CFD-AE respectively. Various methods have 
to be proposed in the future for age and gender detection using facial image as an input. 
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